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WHO WE ARE

Sewa International, USA

Hindu faith-based nonprofit charity since 2003
Registered under Internal Revenue Code 501 (c) (3)
Volunteer based | 43 US chapters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEAM AND FUND RAISING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18 National Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 National Executives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69 National Project Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Mission Oriented Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 AmeriCorps Volunteers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000+ Volunteers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150,000+ Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32+ Millions Fund Raised</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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VISION
We aspire to be the pre-eminent, Hindu faith-based, humanitarian organization that serves selflessly and with compassion to create a positive impact. We envision and strive for a world in which all people live in harmony, free from suffering.

MISSION
Sewa International’s mission is to serve humanity in distress, aid local communities, run developmental projects for the underserved, and assist people in transformational change through the power of innovation by mobilizing partners, donors, and volunteers.

WHAT WE DO
We accomplish the mission by focusing our efforts towards:

- DISASTER RECOVERY
- FAMILY & CHILD WELFARE
- PROMOTING VOLUNTEERISM

USA PROJECTS
FAMILY AND CHILD WELFARE
- STOP DIABETES MOVEMENT
- KNOW YOUR HEALTHY S.E.L.F
- EDUCATIONAL & WELLNESS WORKSHOP

PROMOTE VOLUNTEERISM
- ASPIRE
- INSPIRED
- BRIDGE
- LEAD
- SERVE

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS
SPONSOR A CHILD
- 552+ DONORS
- 29 LEARNING CENTRES
- $1,621,404+ AMOUNT DONATED
- 6756+ ANNUAL SPONSORSHIP

SANITATION, EDUCATION, HYGIENE FOR GIRL CHILD
- 554+ TOILETS
- 33,989 SCHOOL CHILDREN
- 7,927 FAMILIES
- 07 STATES
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DISASTER RECOVERY
OUR TRACK RECORD

2021 UTTARAKHAND GLACIER
2020 COVID -19
2020 HURRICANE LAURA
2019 MAHARASHTRA FLOODS
2019 CYCLONE FANI
2019 CALIFORNIA WILDFIRES
2018 COLOMBIA - SAC
2018 KERALA FLOODS
2018 KARNATAKA FLOODS
2017 HURRICANE MARIA
2017 HURRICANE IRMA
2017 HURRICANE HARVEY
2017 INDIA FLOODS
2016 LOUISIANA FLOODS
2016 TAMIL NADU FLOODS
2015 NEPAL EARTHQUAKE

2014 YAZIDI - IRAQ
2013 PAKISTAN FLOODS
2013 MAHARASHTRA DROUGHT
2013 UTTARKHAND FLOODS
2013 COLORADO FLOODS
2012 SUPERSTORM SANDY
2012 HAITI EARTHQUAKE
2011 JAPAN TSUNAMI
2010 LEH CLOUDBURST
2009 AP/KARNATAKA FLOODS
2009 CYCLONE ALIA - ORISSA
2008 BIHAR FLOODS
2007 ORISSA FLOODS
2005 HURRICANE KATRINA
2004 INDIAN TSUNAMI

LOCAL PRESENCE & GLOBAL IMPACT
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Sewa International, USA
FINANCIAL REPORT-2020

3.61% ADMIN EXPENSES

- General & Admin Expenses 3.61%
- Fund Raising Expenses 1.88%
- Program Expenses 94.52%

PROGRAM EXPENSE

- Rural Development 24%
- Education 24%
- Health & Hygiene 4%
- Family Services 9%
- Volunteer Development 6%
- Other Projects 6%
- Child Welfare 1%
- Disaster Relief/Rehab 51%

EXPENSE RATIO

- USA 56.7%
- India 40.6%
- Pakistan 1.5%
- Columbia 1.2%
SEWA RESPONSE TO COVID-19 USA -2020

$15 MILLION WORTH OF FOOD, PPE, MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND GROCERIES SERVED

750,000 PEOPLE SERVED IN BIG CITIES & SMALL TOWNS

5000+ VOLUNTEERS ENGAGED IN COVID-19 RELIEF WORK

SEWA NETWORK
500 ORGANIZATIONS
$50 MILLION GOODS & SERVICE

14 HELPLINE CENTERS
1500+ CALLS 1000+ WHATSAPP ENQUIRIES

1081+ SENIOR CITIZENS REACHED & SUPPORTED
103,000+ HOME MADE MASKS PREPARED & DISTRIBUTED
686,500+ N95, KN95, SURGICAL MASKS DISTRIBUTED
100,000+ HOT MEALS & FOOD KITS DISTRIBUTED
280,500+ IBS OF GROCERIES DISTRIBUTED

75+ PLASMA DONORS ORGANIZATIONS 30 RECIPIENTS, 4 PATIENTS SERVED VIA ONLINE PLASMA REGISTRY

$100,000+ DONATED TO FOOD PANTRIES
$280,500+ IBS OF GROCERIES DISTRIBUTED

100,000+ NON MEDICAL HELP LINE CENTERS
43 CHAPTERS ENGAGED IN COVID 19 RELIEF WORK
200+ PHYSICIANS & ATTORNEYS ENGAGED
300+ INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS SUPPORTED
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Sewa serves humanity irrespective of race, color, religion, gender or nationality.

COVID RELIEF, USA
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Congressman Al Green
Representative for Texas’s 9th congressional district, USA

“Sewa means selfless service and I think that is very important. I am so appreciative of Sewa International USA organizing and serving the people of Alief and all others coming in.”

John Cornyn
Texas Senator USA

“Sewa International demonstrates the best of what Americans have to offer. Know that your efforts are noticed by folks across the nation, and we all thank you for it. Keep up the good work, and stay safe out there.”

Brian Porter Kemp
Governor of the State of Georgia

“On behalf of the state of Georgia, Marty and I thank you for your efforts in the fight against COVID-19. You exemplify the spirit of service, and the exceptional dedication to your community does not go unnoticed. ”

Dr. Marcus R. Glass
Pastor, New Seasons Church in Albany

“Albany has an estimated population of 1,500 people also has one of the highest per-capita death rates in the United States. Thank you Sewa International to make the 7-hour roundtrip drive to help those in need in Albany, Georgia.”

Allison Carlock
Section Chief, Voluntary Agency Coordination, FEMA

“Sewa alone supported with over 800 volunteers across the country for vaccination efforts and through their efforts volunteers facilitated over 200,000 vaccinations throughout the nation, this is a shining example of US coming together, united to tackle our challenges.. ”
SEWA RESPONSE TO COVID-19 IN USA - 2021
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1,787 VOLUNTEERS ENGAGED
204 FOOD DRIVES CONDUCTED
145,759 BENEFICIARIES SUPPORTED
200,000 VACCINATIONS SUPPORTED
800 VOLUNTEERS IN VACCINATION DRIVES
10 HELPLINE CENTERS
108 WEBINARS CONDUCTED
103 HELPLINE VOLUNTEERS
34 SEWA CHAPTERS INVOLVED
89,450+ MASKS DISTRIBUTED
1,000,000+ POUNDS OF FOOD DONATED
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SEWA TT-T&TMA MASS VACCINATION REPORT

Divali Nagar Mass Vaccination Site Powered by: First Citizens & Republic Bank Limited

REPORT AS AT 31 AUGUST 2021

84,663 VACCINES ADMINISTERED

OPERATING PERIOD
START: 6th June 2021
END: 31st August 2021
47 Operating Days

VOLUNTEERS
MEDICAL: 745
NON-MEDICAL: 519
1,264 Volunteers

VOLUNTEER HOURS
MEDICAL: 27,836 hrs
NON-MEDICAL: 24,000 hrs
51,836 Volunteer hours

MILESTONE
6,835 vaccines administered on 15th August 2021

PARTNER ORGANISATIONS
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Dear Friends,

Thank you for your contributions during our Month of Action to get our friends, neighbors, and loved ones vaccinated and protected against the deadly coronavirus. Together, we are making progress in our collective fight against COVID-19 and getting our Nation back on track—but there is still a lot work ahead of us.

This past year has been one of the most painful years in American history. With more than 628,000 American lives lost due to COVID-19, helping get more people vaccinated is among the most important things any of us can do right now. We need your continued support more than ever. Your efforts are not just saving lives—they are helping us get our lives back. United as one Nation, we can get through this pandemic and usher in a healthier and more hopeful future.

Keep the faith,

[Signature]
SEWA RESPONSE TO COVID-19 - 2021

INDIA
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The map displayed here does not contain complete data for all states as the data is still being compiled at the time of publication of this report.

Tier 1, Tier 2, Tribal Areas
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AROGYA KITS DISTRIBUTED
26,100

28
STATES - HEALTH & HYGIENE KITS DISTRIBUTED

4,050
HOME ISOLATION KITS DISTRIBUTED

26,100
AROGYA KITS DISTRIBUTED

90,000
NUTRITIOUS MEALS SERVED

1,29,000+
HOUSEHOLDS BENEFITED

18
STATES - FOOD KITS DISTRIBUTED

18
STATES - FOOD KITS DISTRIBUTED
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SENWA RESPONSE TO COVID-19 - INDIA
COVID RELIEF, INDIA

Sewa serves humanity irrespective of race, color, religion, gender or nationality.
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SEWA GLOBAL RESPONSE TO COVID-19
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GUYANA
PAKISTAN
BANGLADESH
NEPAL
SOUTH AFRICA
IRAQ
SURINAME
TRINIDAD

295 OXYGEN CONCENTRATORS
1,320 PULSE OXIMETERS
150 FACE SHIELDS
1,200 ISOLATION GOWNS
200 CADAVER BAGS
775,500 KN-95 MASKS
100 TRANSFORMERS
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OUR VALUED PARTNERS IN USA
OUR APPROACH

T MODEL

Essentials  Awareness  HelpDesk

Oxygen  Vaccination

RURAL HEALTH INFRASTRUCTURE

REHABILITATION AND SOCIAL SERVICES

DISASTER RELIEF

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS & CAPACITY BUILDING

PREVENTION RESILIENCE

SEWA INTERNATIONAL

FUTURE PLAN
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Join our mission to build 100 oxygen generation plants in India

MISSION
O₂ PLANT

TARGET
100
ACROSS INDIA
TRIBAL AND RURAL AREAS,
TIER 2 AND TIER 3 CITIES

RURAL HEALTH INFRASTRUCTURE & PROGRAMS
SEWA INTERNATIONAL
FUTURE PLAN

250 LPM
$81,000
DONOR CONTRIBUTION

250 LPM
$61,000
DONOR + SEWA USA COST SHARING

250 LPM
$121,000
DONOR CONTRIBUTION
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CHILREN’S EDUCATION
• Holistic support to 10K Students impacted by COVID

HOME NURSING TRAINING
• Address the need for home nursing with rising geriatric population and critically ill patients
• Livelihood opportunities for unemployed youth
• Piloting in five states
DISASTER PREPAREDNESS & CAPACITY BUILDING
SEWA INTERNATIONAL FUTURE PLAN

CAPACITY BUILDING OF NGOS
- Sewa Academy and fellowship programs
- Capacity building of local NGOs across India

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
- Target 600 Sarpanch/community leaders (in batches of 20) in economically impacted states
- Developing 15-20 Model Villages
- Aiding health initiative and development projects

DISASTER RESPONSE NETWORK
- Develop active District/State/National level network.
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SEWA INTERNATIONAL
FUTURE PLAN
TOTAL BUDGET
$51,000,000

DISASTER RELIEF
- Total Budget: $11,000,000
- Duration: 2 years

RURAL HEALTH INFRASTRUCTURE
- Total Budget: $30,000,000
- Duration: 4 years

REHABILITATION AND SOCIAL SERVICES
- Total Budget: $5,000,000
- Duration: 2 years

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS & CAPACITY BUILDING
- Total Budget: $5,000,000
- Duration: 3 years
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Together we serve better